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Abstract 
Kummer, M. and F. Stephan, Weakly semirecursive sets and r.e. orderings, Annals of Pure 
and Applied Logic 60 (1993) 133-150. 
Weakly semirecursive sets have been introduced by Jockusch and Owings (1990). In the 
present paper their investigation is pushed forward by utilizing r.e. partial orderings, which 
turn out to be instrumental for the study of degrees of subclasses of weakly semirecursive sets. 
0. Introduction 
Semirecursive sets, introduced by Jockusch [4], have played an important role 
in various recursion-theoretic investigations. Recently, Jockusch and Owings [5] 
introduced the notions weakly semirecursive and semi-r.e. as common extensions 
of semirecursive and r.e. They showed that weakly semirecursive equals 
size-recursive, the latter property being motivated by recent research on 
‘Bounded Query Classes’ (see e.g. [8, 111.5.91, [l]), as many verbose sets are 
size-recursive’. Jockusch and Owings also began to study the degrees of 
subclasses of weakly semirecursive sets: They proved that in hyperimmune-free 
degrees weakly semirecursive equals semirecursive, the converse was left open. 
Their only result in the other direction is the construction of a weakly 
semirecursive set which is neither semi-r.e. nor co-semi-r.e., in any nonrecursive 
r.e. degree. The question was posed of whether these are the only degrees with 
this property. 
In the present paper we will continue the investigation of Jockusch and Owings 
Correspondence to: M. Kummer, Institut fiir Logik, Komplexitlt und Deduktionssysteme, Universitat 
Karlsruhe, Postfach 6980, D-7500 Karlsruhe 1, Germany. 
’ However, there are verbose sets which are not size-recursive, e.g. K @3 I? (verbose sets are closed 
under the operation AM.M @ M, whereas weakly semirecursive sets are not). 
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utilizing a fruitful connection between weakly semirecursive sets and r.e. partial 
orderings. To this end we generalize the classical result of Appel and McLaughlin 
(see [8,111.5.4]) that a set is semirecursive iff it is an initial segment of a recursive 
linear ordering: We prove that a set is weakly semirecursive iff it is an initial 
segment of an r.e. partial ordering. A similar characterization is obtained for 
semi-r.e. sets, and for sets satisfying the strong consistency property which was 
defined in [5]. The general framework of r.e. partial tree orderings is introduced 
to investigate the degrees of several subclasses of weakly semirecursive sets. In 
particular, we show that any hyperimmune degree contains a weakly semirecur- 
sive set which is not semirecursive, and that any degree containing a semi-r.e. 
nonsemirecursive set is r.e. in 0’. Furthermore, we construct in any degree which 
is r.e. in and above 0’ a semi-r.e. nonsemirecursive set and a weakly semirecur- 
sive set which is neither semi-r.e. nor co-semi-r.e. Additional results concern the 
relationship with regressive sets, the Boolean algebra generated by the r.e. sets, 
and recursive model theory. 
1. Notation and definitions 
With one exception we are using standard notation, cf. [8], [14]. 
{%_>eUll denotes here a numbering of all partial recursive functions of two 
arguments. 
M G o is semirecursive iff there exists a total recursive function 11) of two 
variables such that for all x, y E o: 
The following definitions have been introduced by Jockusch and Owings [5]. 
M G w is semi-r.e. iff there exists a partial recursive function q of two variables 
such that for all x, y E w: x E M v y E M--t T/I@, y) E {x, y} fl M. 
M c o is we&y semirecursive iff there exists a partial recursive function q of 
two variables such that for all x, y E o: 
In any of these cases we say that M is semirecursive, or semi-r.e., or weakly 
semirecursive via q,, respectively. 
M c w has the consistency property (CP) iff there exists a recursive approxima- 
tion M(x, s) of M such that: 
Vs [{x 1 M(x, s) = 1 r\xSs}~Mv {X 1 M(x,s)=OA~SS}CM]. 
In [5] it is proved that M has CP iff M + K and M is weakly semirecursive. 
M c w has the strong consistency property (SCP) iff there exists a uniformly 
recursive sequence {Mk}kcru of recursive sets such that: 
(1) V~[M,ZMVMEM,], 
(2) Vx M(x) = lim,,, Mk(x). 
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2. A related definition 
In a paper by Rozinas and Solon [13], which apparently escaped Jockusch and 
Owings, the term ‘weakly semirecursive’ was already used, in a related way. In 
order to avoid confusion we call the notion of Rozinas and Solon ‘wsr*‘. 
M c o is called WST* iff there exists a partial recursive function q of two 
variables such that for all X, y E w: 
(1) V(x, v)l- V4.G Y) E {A Y>> 
(2) x E M A y E M-+ q(x, Y>& 
(3) ~(~,Y)~A~(~,Y)EM~~EMAYEM. 
Clearly any semirecursive set is wsr*. Rozinas and Solon proved that the 
PC-degree of any wsr” set consists of a single pm-degree. This answers Question 
8.13 in [2]. 
Let us now consider the relationship between semi-r.e., weakly semirecursive, 
and wsr*. It is clarified by the following two observations: 
1. M c o is semi-r. e. iff M is both weakly semirecursive and wsr *. 
(3) is obvious. (+): Suppose that A is weakly semirecursive via r@, and wsr* 
via &. We define r@(x, y), x # y, as follows: Compute in parallel q,(x, y) and 
V& Y). If Vi@, Y) converges first, let +(x, y) = r$,(x, y). If &(x, y) converges 
first, let {r#(.x, y)} = {x, y} - {r/&(x, y)}. Let V(X, x) =x. Then M is semi-r.e. 
via 7@. 0 
2. Any regressive set is wsr*. 
This follows immediately from the definition of ‘regressive’ (see [S, 11.6.21). 0 
Degtev [3, Proposition 61 proved that any semirecursive regressive set is r.e. or 
co-r.e. In fact, his proof shows that any weakly semirecursive regressive set is r.e. 
or co-r.e. It is well known (cf. [S, 11.6.131) that any nonrecursive degree contains 
a regressive set which is neither r.e. nor co-r.e. It follows that any nonrecursive 
degree contains a wsr* set which is not weakly semirecursive. For additional 
information see the remark at the end of Section 5. 
3. Weakly semirecursive sets and the Boolean algebra generated by the r.e. 
sets 
Jockusch and Owings proved that if M is semirecursive and M is a finite 
Boolean combination of r.e. sets then m is r.e. or co-r.e. They asked whether this 
property generalizes to semi-r.e. sets. 
Recall that a set M is k-r.e. iff there exists a recursive approximation M(x, s) of 
M such that 
Vx [M(x, 0) = 0 A j{s: M(x, s) # M(x, s + 1)}1 sk]. 
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It is well known that M is a finite Boolean combination of r.e. sets iff M is k-r.e. 
for some k. 
Theorem 3.1. If M is k-r.e. and weakly semirecursive then M is r.e. or co-r.e. 
Proof. We use induction on k. If k = 0, 1, then M is r.e. Suppose the theorem 
holds for k 2 1. Let M be (k + 1)-r.e. and weakly semirecursive. There exists a 
recursive approximation M,,(n, s) to M such that M,,(n, 0) = 0, and l{s: M,,(n, s) # 
M,,(n, s + l)}l < k + 1 for all n. From the proof of Theorem 3 in [5] it follows that 
there exists a strictly increasing, total recursive function g, such that g(0) = 0, and 
M,(n, s) := M&G g(s)) is a recursive approximation to M with CP. 
Let h(n) = I{s: M,(n, s) f M,( n, s + 1)}1. Clearly, h(n) d k + 1 for all II. 
B := {n: h(n) = k + l} is r.e. If k is odd then B EM, else B L M. 
If B is recursive then 
Ml(n, s) if n $ B, 
M&I, s) := 1 ifsslr\nEBr\kiseven, 
0 otherwise. 
is a recursive approximation to M witnessing that M is k-r.e. From the induction 
hypothesis it follows that M is r.e. or co-r.e. 
Suppose B is nonrecursive. Then C := {t: 3n [n E B A n < t A Ml(n, t) #M(n)]} 
must be an infinite r.e. set. Let b = (k + 1) mod 2. Since the (1 - b)‘s are 
incorrect at stage t E C, it follows by CP, that the b’s are correct at any stage t E C 
(for numbers less than t). Using the fact that M, is an approximation to M, we 
find that: D = M, if k is even, and D =&l, if k is odd, for the r.e. set 
D:={m:3tEC[m<tr\M,(m,t)=b]}. 0 
4. R.e. partial orderings 
We are considering partial orderings (p.0.) c on w the set of all nonnegative 
integers (i.e., c is an irreflexive, transitive relation on 0 X 0). 
Leta=biffVz[(acz++bcz)r\(zca*zcb)]. -isanequivalencerelation 
on o, compatible with c. For A, B c w we write A c B iff Vx E A Vy E B [x cy]. 
M E o is an initial segment of the p.o. c iff M c&f. Note that initial segments 
are closed under = and linearly ordered by inclusion. M is an end segment of c iff 
M is an initial segment of the reverse ordering 15 := {(y, x) ) x cy}. 
A p.o. c is called almost linear iff c/- is a linear ordering. 
A p.o. c is r.e. iff {(n, m) 1 n cm} is r.e. 
M is IAL iff there exists an r.e. almost linear ordering, and M is an initial 
segment of it. Note that for any almost linear ordering c the relation = is co-r.e. 
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Remarks. (1) R.e. linear orderings are considered in [9], their order types 
coincide with the recursive order types. Also the linear order types of c/=, where 
c is an r.e. almost linear ordering coincide with the order types of recursive linear 
orderings. 
(2) Manaster and Rosenstein [7] constructed an r.e. two-dimensional partial 
ordering which is not isomorphic to any recursive partial ordering, cf. also [12]. 
(3) In [lo] the notion of an ‘r.e. presented linear order’ is introduced. There, 
equality is r.e., so this notion is different both from r.e. linear order and r.e. 
almost linear order. In fact, there are r.e. presented linear order types which are 
not recursive [ll]. 
Theorem 4.1. M is weakly semirecursive iff M is an initial segment of an r.e. 
partial ordering. 
Proof. (+) Let M be weakly semirecursive. W.1.o.g. we may choose f E P2 such 
that 
(1) vx, Yf(,? Y) =f(y, x), and (2) Vx E M Vy r$ MS(x, y) =x. 
The set {(x, y) 1 f(x, y) =x} is r.e. Let (x,, y,), (x,, yz), . . be a recursive 
enumeration of this set. Uniformly in n we define a recursive partial ordering c,*, 
such that c, is finite and Cam+, is an extension of c,~. Let 4, := 0. cn+, is defined 
inductively: 
1. If y, c,x, then c~+~ := c,. 
2. Otherwise: cn+, := transitive closure of c,, U {(x,, y,)}. 
Finally, c:=lJ{c, 1 n E w}. Clearly, c is an r.e. partial ordering. 
M is an initial segment of c: Suppose for a contradiction that there exists 
x E M, y $ M such that lx cy. f(x, y) =x, so there exists an n such that x, =x, 
y, = y. By definition of c,,+, we must have y c, x. Thus, there exists a sequence 
Ul, u2, . . . , u,,, such that u, = y, u, =x, and f(ui, ui+,) = ui, for 1 d i < m. Let k 
be the greatest index i such that ui 4 M. Note that k exists and 1 G k <t-n, since 
‘JI $ M, u,, E M. Then, f(&+,, %_) =f(&, &+,) = &t uk $ M, Uktl E M, con- 
tradicting property (2) of 6 
(e) If M is an initial segment of the r.e. partial ordering c, then 
fG,y):= ; 
1 
if x cy, 
if y cx, 
T otherwise. 
is a partial recursive function witnessing that M is weakly semirecursive. 0 
5. A characterization of semi-r.e. sets 
If M is semi-r.e. viaf, we may assume that: (O)f(x, y)J+f(x, y) E {x, y}. Now 
consider the construction from the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.1, 
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supposing M semi-r.e. and f satisfying properties (0), (l), (2), and (3) Vx, y E 
M U-(x, y)ll. *h en any two X, y E M are comparable. On the other hand, if M is 
a linearly ordered initial segment of an r.e. partial ordering, then M is 
by the second part of the previous proof. Thus, we get the next result: 
Theorem 5.1. M is semi-r.e. iff M is a linearly ordered initial segment 
partial ordering. 
semi-r.e., 
of an r.e. 
Theorem 5.2. If M is semi-r.e. then M is semirecursive or M is co-r.e. in K. 
Proof. Suppose that M is semi-r.e. By Theorem 5.1 there exists an r.e. partial 
ordering c such that M is some initial segment of c. We distinguish two cases: 
1. There exists x $ M such that: 
(a) Vy[xcyvx=yvycx], and 
(b) {z 1 z cx} is linearly ordered by c. 
Let 
f is total recursive, and M is semirecursive via f. 
2. Otherwise, i.e., for every x $ M: 
(a’) 3y [7x cy A 1x =y A ly 1x1, or 
(b’) 3y, z [y, z cx A 1y cz A ly = z A ly cz]. 
As M is a linearly ordered initial segment of c, it follows that the condition 
‘(a’) or (b’)’ characterizes the elements x 4 M. Since the set of all x satisfying ‘(a’) 
or (b’)’ is r.e. in K, M is co-r.e. in K. q 
Corollary 5.3. If M is semi-r.e. and dg(M) is not r.e. in 0’ then M is 
semirecursive. 
Remark. Wsr* sets also admit an order-theoretic characterization: Call a set M a 
branch of the p.o. c iff M is linearly ordered and closed downwards. It is easy to 
see that M is wsr* iff M is a branch of an r.e. partial ordering. 
If M is wsr* and co-wsr* then there exists an r.e. p.o. c such that M is a 
branch of c and %l is a branch of c’. If M is not semirecursive then there exist 
XEM, y$M, such that x and y are incomparable, and it follows that 
M = {z: z cx v (x c z A y and z are incomparable)}, so M is recursive in K (in 
fact, M is 2-r.e.). A somewhat closer analysis of this case gives the following 
characterization: M is wsr* and co-wsr* iff M is semirecursive or there exist a 
recursive set A, and r.e. semirecursive sets B, C such that M = (A II B) U 
(A - C). 
6. On 
The 
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initial segments of almost linear orderings 
following definition generalizes the SCP-property to sets which are not 
necessarily recursive in K. 
Definition. M E o has the strong-inclusion-property (SIP), iff there exists a 
uniformly recursive sequence {Ak}kEo such that: 
(1) Vk [Ak c M v M c Ak], and 
(2) VxEM3k[xEAk /\AkCM]vVx$M3k[x$AkAMCAk]. 
Lemma 6.1. Given an r.e. almost linear ordering c, and x, y such that D, c DY. 
Then uniformly (in x, y) a recursive initial segment S(D,, DY) of c can be 
enumerated such that D, c S(D,, DY) A S(DX, 0,) f? DY = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that c is an r.e. almost linear ordering. Then for any two sets A, 
B such that A cB, and any z, either A c {z} or {z} c B. Given X, y such that 
D, c D, we define A,, := D,, B,, := DY, and in stage n + 1: We enumerate c until 
we discover that (1) A, c{n} or (2) {n} cB,. If (1) occurs first, let A,+, :=A,,; 
B n+, := B, U {n}. If (2) occurs first, let A,+, :=A, U {n}; B,+, := B,. Note that 
A, cB,, for all IZ. Let S(DX, 0,) := IJ {A n: n E CO}. S(D,, 0,) and its comple- 
ment are r.e., thus S(D,, DY) is recursive. 0 
Theorem 6.2. M has SIP ifs M is IAL. 
Proof. The theorem clearly holds if M is recursive. 
(3) Suppose that M is nonrecursive and has SIP witnessed by a uniformly 
recursive sequence {Ak}kcw of recursive sets. We suppose that Vx E M 3k [x E 
Ak A A, c M] (by hypothesis A, c M-+A, c M), the other case is proved 
analogously. 
For each x we define the real number r(x) := C,A,(x) .3-“. 
Define an almost linear ordering c by: x cy :@r(x) > r(y). 
Note that 
((~2 Y):X KY> = ((x> Y): Sk [,~kn,,(x) . 3-“>nzkM~). 3-‘j}, 
< 
thus c is r.e. Let r := CC,: Mra,j 3-“. If x E M then {n: M c A,} c {n: x EA,}, 
thus, r <r(x). If x $ M then r(x) cr. Therefore, M is the lower cut of c 
determined by r. 
(e) Let c be an r.e. almost linear ordering, and let M be a nonrecursive initial 
segment of r# 0. Let (a,, b,), (az, b2), . . . be a recursive enumeration of c. 
Using Lemma 6.1 we define A k := S({a,}, {bk}), for all k. {Ak}kEw is uniformly 
recursive. Condition (1) in the definition of SIP is satisfied since M, Ak are initial 
segments. 
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We verify that condition (2) is satisfied, by distinguishing two cases: 
1. 3w [M = {v: u cw}]. (Note that in this case M is r.e.) 
Then, for each x EM there exists k such that (x, w) = (uk, bk), i.e., x EAT A 
A,cM. 
2. Otherwise, i.e., there exists a descending sequence {w,},,, (w,+i cw,) 
such that M = {v: Vm [v cw,]}. 
Since E is almost linear, for each x $ M there exists m such that w, cx, thus, 
there exists k such that (w,, x) = (uk, bk), i.e., x 4 A,+ A M G A,. Cl 
Theorem 6.3. M has SCP iff M sT K and M is ZAL. 
Proof. (+) This follows immediately from the definition of SCP and Theorem 
6.2. 
(+) Suppose that M + K and M is an initial segment of the r.e. almost linear 
ordering c. Since any recursive set has SCP we may assume that M is 
nonrecursive. There exists a recursive approximation M(x, s) of M, such that for 
all x: M(x) = lim,,, M(x, s). 
Let {~s~scw denote a recursive enumeration of c. For each k let: 
f(k) := ps 3 k.Vx, y s k [M(x, s) = 1 A M(y, s) = O-+x my]. 
Note that f is a total recursive function, such that for any x and all sufficiently 
large k: M(x) = M(x, f(k)). By Lemma 6.1 we define a uniformly recursive 
sequence {Ak}kto such that 
Ak := S({x: x G k A M(x, f(k)) = l}, {x: x s k A M(x, f(k)) = O}). 
This sequence satisfies conditions (l), (2) in the definition of SCP. 0 
From the fact that the Ak’s constructed in the proofs of Theorems 6.2, 6.3 are 
initial segments of the p.o., we conclude: 
Corollary 6.4. Zf M has SIP (SCP) then there exists a uniformly recursive sequence 
{Ak}kcw such that Vn, m [A,, GA, v A,,, GA,,], and the conditions in the defini- 
tion of SIP (SCP) are satisfied for M and {Ak}kcm. 
Zf M is not r.e. then, in addition, Vx $ M 3k [x $Ak A M cAk]. 
Remark. In [5] Jockusch and Owings construct a weakly semirecursive set 
M + K which is neither semi-r.e. nor co-semi-r.e. In the light of r.e. partial 
orderings this construction can be visualized as follows: M is an initial segment of 
an r.e. almost linear ordering c whose equivalence classes modulo = have 
cardinality at most two. c/z has order type o + o* and M is the ‘lower part’, i.e. 
the w-part, of this ordering. To satisfy the requirement that M is not semi-r.e. via 
qe two witnesses a, b are put into the lower part of the ordering. If qc(ur b)‘/ then 
a, b are incomparable. If VJa, b) = a then b ca, and a is put into the ‘upper’ 
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part, i.e., we try to put almost all numbers into the interval [b, a]. If qc(ur b) = b 
then a Eb, and b is put into the upper part. The different requirements are 
combined in a finite injury construction. From Theorem 6.3 we conclude that the 
set M, constructed by Jockusch and Owings, has SCP. 
Jockusch and Owings asked whether any weakly semirecursive set M + K had 
SCP. This will be answered negatively in Section 10 below. 
7. R.e. partial tree orderings 
Let A be a countable set. A free T (over A) is a subset of A”‘O (the set of all 
finite strings of elements from A) which is closed under initial segments. f E A” is 
called an infinite path through T iff f 1 n E T, for all n E w. Strings are denoted by 
a, p, y, . . , elements of A by a, b, c, . . . . Let (Y E /I (a c p) denote that string 
p extends (properly extends) cy. Let A. denote the empty string. Let (Y-U denote 
the extension of a by a. (T, c) is a partially ordered tree iff T is a tree and c is a 
partial ordering of T. 
A partial ordering < of the sons of each node of T (i.e., < is the union of 
partial orderings on Sons(a) := {a-u: a E A, (Y-U E T}, for all a E T) is called a 
preordering. 
A preordering < induces the partial ordering c defined as follows: 
a c/3 :G a c /I or there exist a, b E A, y L a, /3 such that: 
y-u < y-b, y-u E a, and y-b G /3. 
(T, c) is an r.e. partially ordered tree iff (T, c) is a partially ordered tree, T is 
r.e., and c is r.e. If T is r.e. and < is an r.e. preordering then the induced 
partially ordered tree is r.e. 
Convention. If (T, c) is an r.e. partially ordered tree and T is infinite then there 
exists a recursive bijection f: co-+ T, and we obtain an induced r.e. partial 
ordering c’ on cc): n c’m :@f (n) cf (m). For simplicity we will identify in the 
following sections nodes cy and numbers f-‘(a), for some f as above. In 
particular, we will write ~?,(a, 6) for qe(f-‘(a), f-‘(p)), etc. We also identify c 
and c’. 
8. Degrees of weakly semirecursive sets which are not semirecursive 
Recall that a degree a is hyperimmune iff there exists a total function f 
recursive in a such that f is not dominated by any total recursive function. 
Theorem 8.1. Any hyperimmune degree contains a weakly semirecursive set which 
is not semirecursive. 
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Proof. A:= {a, b, c, 0, l}. Let T be the least subset S of A<” such that for all a:: 
(0) h E s, 
(I) (Y E S A 1 al even * a-0, cr-1 E S (coding nodes), 
(2) (t E S A (CY[ odd + a-u, a-b, a-c E S (diagonalization nodes). 
T is a recursive tree. Now we define an r.e. preordering < as follows: If Ia( is 
even then cu-0 < a-1. If I aI= 2( e, i) + 1 then a-u, a-b < a-c; furthermore: if 
(P~((Y-u, a-b) = a-a then a-b < a-u, if 9)c(&-u, a-b) = a-b then LY-u < a-b. 
Let c be the induced r.e. partial ordering of T. 
Let a be a hyperimmune degree and A E a. Since a is hyperimmune there exists 
a total function h: w+ w, h =+ A, which is not dominated by any total recursive 
function. 
We define an infinite path f through T by induction: 
f(2e):=O, if eEA; f(2e) := 1, if e #A 
If o = f 1 (2( e, i) + 1 then 
i 
b if ~e,h(ij(a-u, a-b) = a-u, 
f (2(e, i) + 1) := u if Q)e,h(i)(CY-U, a-b) = a-b, 
C otherwise. 
Note that f is recursive in A. Define M := {a E T: 3n [m cf r a]}. 
1. M is an initial segment of c: Suppose that /3 $ M, i.e., Vn [lb cf 1 n]. It 
suffices to show that Vn [f 1 n CD]. F ix II, let CY := f 1 II, and let y be the maximal 
common prefix of (Y and p. Note that y # p. If y = (Y c /3 then @ cp, as required. 
Otherwise: 
If I y( is even, then we must have y-0 G a, y-1 E p, thus a c/J 
If IyI is odd, then either y-u G (Y or y-b c a. In the first case, by definition of 
< and f, we have y-u < y-b < y-c, and y-b G p v y-c s /3, therefore (Y c/3. The 
second case is symmetric to the first case. 
2. M +. A: We show how to compute M(cu) for cr E T, using an A-oracle. As f 
is recursive in A we can compute the maximal common prefix y of a and f. If 
y = a then (Y E M. Otherwise: If ) yl is even then a: E M iff y-0 c (Y. If I yl is odd 
and y-c G f then & E M; otherwise cy $ M, by definition of < and f. 
3. A sT M: It is easy to check that f can be computed recursively, using an 
M-oracle. As A is recursive in f, A is recursive in M, too. 
4. M is not semirecursive: Suppose for a contradiction that M is semirecursive, 
and let Q?~ be a total recursive function such that for any x E M, y 4 M: 
q&x, y) =x. W.1.o.g. we assume that cp,(x, y) = cp,(y, x) E {x, y}, for all X, y. 
Define the total recursive function g as follows: 
g(i) := P.s.V~, P E T [I4 = IPI = 2(e, i> + 2-+ cp,,,(cr, P)J]. 
As h is not dominated by g there exists an i such that g(i) <h(i). Consider the 
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definition of f(2(e, i) + l), LY :=f r2(e, i) + 1: 
If Q),(LY-o, cu^b) = (Y-U then (P~,~(~)( LY-LI, a-b) = a-u. Then f(2(e, i) + 1) = b, 
and a-b < a-a. Thus a-b E M, (Y-a $ M, contradicting the properties of qr. The 
other case is symmetric. 
We conclude that M E a (2., 3.), M is weakly semirecursive (l., Theorem 4.1), 
and M is not semirecursive (4.). 0 
Jockusch and Owings [5] proved that weakly semirecursive equals semirecur- 
sive in any hyperimmune-free degree. In fact, their result can be extended as 
follows: Call a set M weakly K-semirecursive iff there exists a partial function 
r+9 + K such that for all X, y E w: 
Every weakly semirecursive set is weakly K-semirecursive, but not conversely. 
Proposition 8.2. If M is weakly K-semirecursive and dg(M) is hyperimmune-free, 
then M is semirecursive. 
Proof (A similar idea was used in the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [6]). Let M be 
weakly K-semirecursive witnessed by v+ K, and suppose that dg(M) is 
hyperimmune-free. By the Limit Lemma there exists a total recursive function 
f (x, y, s) such that for all X, y: ~(x, y)J -+ r&(x, y) = lim,7_, f (x, y, s). W.1.o.g. 
f (T Y, s) E 1% Y >- 
Define a total function h c,. M: 
W, y, s) := 
pk.f (x, Y, $1 #f(x, Y, s + k) if {x, y} n M f 0 A f(x, y, s) $ M, 
o 
otherwise. 
As dg(M) is hyperimmune-free there exists a total recursive function g which 
dominates h. Set m(x, y) := ,us.Vk ~g(x, y, s) [f (x, y, s) = f (x, y, s + k)]. m(x, y) 
is partial recursive. M is weakly semirecursive via i\x, y.f (x, y, m(x, y)). Thus, M 
is semirecursive by the result of Jockusch and Owings. 0 
The preordering < from the proof of Theorem 8.1 also induces a coarser r.e. 
partial ordering c’ defined as follows: 
LYE’ p :e LY c/3 and for any y G aI, such that ( yJ is odd: 
(r-a G a, p v y-b E LY, /3)+ (y-a -=c y-b v y-b -=c y-u). 
c’ is almost linear. Any initial segment of c as defined in the proof of Theorem 
8.1 is also an initial segment of c’. Therefore, in the proof of Theorem 8.1 M can 
be chosen as an IAL. 
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Corollary 8.3. The following degree classes are identical: 
(a) {a: a is hyperimmune}, 
(b) {a: a contains a weakly semirecursive set which is not semirecursive}, 
(c) {a: a contains a weakly K-semirecursive set which is not semirecursive}, 
(d) {a: a contains an IAL which is not semirecursive}. 
9. Degrees of weakly semirecursive sets which are neither semi-r.e. nor co- 
semi-r.e. 
Immediately from Corollary 5.3 we get: 
Corollary 9.1. Any hyperimmune degree not r.e. in 0’ contains a weakly 
semirecursive set which is neither semi-r.e. nor co-semi-r.e. 
In view of Corollary 9.1 the nonrecursive degrees r.e. in 0’ remain to be 
considered. Each such degree is hyperimmune [4, Corollary 5.91. Jockusch and 
Owings [5] observed that their basic construction of a weakly semirecursive, 
non-semi-r.e., and non-co-semi-r.e. set can be performed in every nonrecursive 
r.e. degree. Our next theorem covers the degrees above 0’. 
Theorem 9.2. Any degree above 0’ contains a weakly semirecursive set which is 
neither semi-r.e. nor co-semi-r.e. 
Proof. This proof is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 8.1. 
A := {a, b, c, d, 0, l}. Let T be the least subset S of A<, such that for all (Y: 
(0) A E s, 
(1) crESA]aj=3e -+ a-0, cu^l~S 
(2) a:ESA]a]=3e+1,3e+2+ a-a,a-b,a-c,a-dES. 
T is a recursive tree. Now we define an r.e. preordering < as follows: If 
J(YJ = 3e then a-0 < a-1. If J(Y] = 3e + 1, 3e + 2 then a-d < (a-a, a-b) < a-c, if 
qe(ar‘a, a-b) = a-a then a-b < a-a, if qe(aYla, a-b) = a-b then a-a < a-b. 
Let c be the induced r.e. partial ordering of T. 
Let a be a degree above 0’ and A E a. 
We define an infinite path f through T by induction: 
f(3e) := 0, if e E A; f(3e) := 1, if e $ A. 
If a! = f r 3e + i, i E { 1,2} then 
(b if qe(cx-a, a-b) = a-a, 
f(3e+i):= z ii 
1 
a-b) = a-b, 
a-b)? and i = 1, 
1 d if q,(Ly-a, a-b)? and i = 2. 
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Note that f is recursive in A @ K E a. Define M := {a E 
in the proof of Theorem 8.1 we have: 
1. M is an initial segment of c. 
2. A=,M. 
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T: 3n [a cf r n]}. As 
3. M is not semi-r.e.: Suppose for a contradiction that M is semi-r.e. via 47,. 
W.1.o.g. we assume that for all x, y: Q)&, y)J+ q&x, y) = ~~(y, x) E {x, y}. 
Consider the definition of f(3e + l), a := f r3e + 1: 
If Q)~((Y-u, a-b) = CY-u, then f(3e + 1) = b, and a-b < (Y-U. Thus, cu-b E M, 
a-a $ M, contradicting the properties of qc. The case, qe(a-a, a-b) = a-b is 
symmetric. 
If Q)~(cx-u, a-b) is undefined, then f(3e + 1) = c. Thus, (Y-U, n-b E M, and 
therefore q,(a-u, a-b) should be defined, contradiction. 
4. M is not co-semi-r.e.: M is not co-semi-r.e. via q,, follows by a similar 
argument as above: Consider f (3e + 2) instead off (3e + 1). 
We conclude that M E a. M is weakly semirecursive, and M is neither semi-r.e. 
nor co-semi-r.e. 0 
As in the previous section we obtain from the proof of Theorem 9.2: 
Corollary 9.3. Any degree above 0’ contains a set which is IAL and neither 
semi-r. e. nor co-semi-r. e. 
10. Degrees of weakly semirecursive non-IAL sets 
In the previous constructions recursive trees were used and we obtained almost 
linear orderings. For the construction of weakly semirecursive non-IAL sets we 
need r.e. nonrecursive trees. 
Theorem 10.1. Any degree above 0’ contains a weakly semirecursive set which is 
not IAL. 
Proof. A := {a, b, c, d, 0, l}. Let T be the least subset S of A<, such that for all 
(Y: 
(0) A E s, 
(1) creSr\ Ial even -+ a-0, DYES, 
(2) cuESAla odd + Ly-u, a-b, cr-dES, 
(3) cx E S A ) acyI odd A qe(ayF‘a, cu-b)J 4 (Y-C E S. 
T is an r.e. tree. Now we define an r.e. preordering < as follows: If J(Y~ = 2e 
then cu-0 < a-1. If (al = 2e + 1 then cu-d < (y-a < (y-b, and if V~(LY-U, ry-b)l, 
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then cu-d < a-c, and 
(i) 3s [~~,~(a(-a, u-c)~ A g?r,s-l(~-~, a-b)?], then: a-c < a-a. 
(ii) 3s [cp,,,( a(-~, cu-b)i A ~?_(a-a, LY-c)?], then: a-b < a-c. 
Let c be the induced r.e. partial ordering of T, let a be a degree above 0’, let 
A Ea. 
We define an infinite path f through T by induction: 
f(2e) := 0, if e EA; f(2e) := 1, if e $ A. 
If a=f r2e+l then 
( 
a if ~)~(&-a, a-b)?, 




f is recursive in A 43 K E a. M := {a: E T: 31 [a cf 1 n]}. 
As in the previous proofs it can be checked that M is an initial segment of c 
and M E a. 
M is not IAL: Suppose for a contradiction that M is an initial segment of the 
r.e. almost linear ordering c’ and let {(ar, p): a c’ p} = dom(qe). Consider the 
definition of f(2e + l), (Y :=f r2e + 1: 
If ~~(a(-u, a-b)? then a-u EM, a-b $ M. If Q)~(~-u, a-b)l, i.e. a-u C’ a-b, 
then either (i) CY-u c’ a-c, and a-c < a-u, i.e., a-c EM, a-u $ M or (ii) 
a-cc’ a-b, and a-b < (Y-C, i.e., a-b E M, (Y-C $ M. In any case M is not an 
initial segment of c’, contradiction. 
We conclude that M E a, M is weakly semirecursive and M is not IAL. 0 
From Theorems 10.1 and 6.3 we obtain a negative answer to a question of 
Jockusch and Owings: 
Corollary 10.2. 0’ contains a weakly semirecursive set which does not have SCP. 
Remark. It is possible to prove Corollary 10.2 by a recursive approximation 
construction in the style of the proof of Theorem 5 in [5]. In this way also a 
semi-r.e. set of degree 0’ can be obtained which does not have SCP. It is, 
however, not clear whether this construction can be performed in every 
nonrecursive r.e. degree; in any case, the construction is combinable with the 
lowness requirement, and one can obtain a low r.e. degree containing a semi-r.e. 
set which does not have SCP. 
Roy [12] observed that any recursive partial ordering can be extended to a 
recursive linear ordering, and he constructed an r.e. partial ordering which does 
not have such an extension. Note that no r.e. partial ordering which has a 
non-semirecursive initial segment can be extended to a recursive linear ordering. 
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From Theorems 4.1 and 10.1 we immediately obtain: 
Corollary 10.3. There exists an r.e. partial ordering which does not have an r.e. 
almost linear extension. 
11. Degrees of semi-r.e. non-semirecursive sets 
By Corollary 5.3 any such degree must be r.e. in 0’. Any r.e. nonrecursive 
degree contains a (semi-) r.e. non-semirecursive set [4, Theorem 4.21. 
Theorem 11.1. Any degree a which is r.e. in and above 0’ contains a semi-r.e. 
non-semirecursive set. 
Proof. A := w. We will define a recursive function m(cr, s) 2 1 which is nonde- 
creasing in s. Then T is defined to be the least subtree S of A<” such that: 
(0) J E s, 
(1) aESA3s[m(cx,s)+l~k] --$ a^kES, 
Remember that whenever we are referring to nodes @E T as arguments of 
recursive functions we are in fact referring to the coding number of o! w.r.t. a 
recursive bijection of o and T. 
Let a be r.e. and above 0’, choose A E a, such that A E IIlz. 
There exists a total recursive function g such that for all x: x E A GJ WgcX, is 
infinite. We will now define in stages m(cu, s), a preordering <S, and an 
approximation fs of an infinite path f through T. c, denotes the partial ordering 
induced by cS. We put M := {a E T: 3n [W cf 1 n]}, and &l will be our semi-r.e. 
non-semirecursive set. c is constructed by an application of flz-guessing, a 
standard tool of the 0”-priority method (cf. [14, Ch. XIV]), 
As usual we will follow the convention that for any variable p the value 
p(s + 1) equals p(s) unless p(s + 1) has been explicitly defined otherwise. 
Construction 
Stage 0. Let m(cu, 0) = 0 and a-0 co a-1 for all (Y E A<, such that I&( is even. 
Let m(a; 0) = 1 and a-1, a-2<,,cu-O for all a E A<, such that 1ayJ is odd. 
Stage s + 1 
(1) For 0 s i <s, given & :=fS r i define A.(i) inductively as follows: 
(1.1) If l&I =2e, let 
fs(2e) := {f iofh~w~~e~l 
1 > [Wgc,,,tl where t is the greatest m-stage GS, 
(1.2) If /LY[ = 2e + 1: Let p = Ly-m(Ly, s), y = &-(m(a, s) + 1). 
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If /3 and y are incomparable w.r.t. cs, and RJP, Y) E {P, r> then enlarge cs 
by: 
P cs Y, if ~0, Y) = Y, and Y cs P, if V&P, r> = P. 
Define 
h(2e + 1) := 
i 
m(a, s) if P cs Y, 
m(cu, s) + 1 if y==Crp, 
0 otherwise. 
(2) Let C, be the ordering induced by the transitive closure of c,~. Initialize all 
nodes cy, 1~~1 <s, 1~~1 odd, such that fs c, CY, i.e., do the following: 
If a-m(a, s) and a-(m(ct, s) + 1) are incomparable w.r.t. <s then enlarge cs 
by a-m(a, s) Cs (Y-(m((~, s) + l), and then let m(cu, s + 1) = m(cu, s) + 2. Add 
a-(m(ar, s) + 1) Cs (cC_m(cu, s + l), cu-(m(cu, s + 1) + 1)) Cs a-0. 
(3) <s+l := transitive closure of Cs. 
End of construction 
Let < denote the union of Cs for all s. < is a preordering of T. Let c denote 
the induced partial ordering of T. c is r.e. The path f is defined inductively: 
f (2e) := 0, if e E A, f(2e):= 1, if e $A. 
If (Y = f r2e + 1, and m = lim,,, ~(cx, s) exists then 
i 
m if fpe(w-m, au-(m + 1)) = cu-(m + l), 
f (2e + 1) := m + 1 if ye(a’^m, Lye(m + 1)) = a-m, 
0 otherwise. 
Each node a~ f is initialized only finitely often, i.e., lim,,, m(a, s) exists. 
Thus f is infinite. Each node LY to the right off is initialized infinitely often, thus 
< is a linear order of Sons(a). Let M be defined as above. M is an initial segment 
of c. By the initialization action it is clear that the nodes of k, i.e. the nodes to 
the right off, are linearly ordered by c. Thus, by Theorem 5.1, fi is semi-r.e. 
Note that f is recursive in A CD K E a (the K-oracle is used to decide < and to 
compute the limit of m(a, s), for aL f). On the other hand Lx.f (2x) is the 
characteristic function of A, thus A is recursive in f. In turn f is recursive in M: It 
suffices to show that f(x) is computable from a = f 1 x with the help of an 
M-oracle. If x is even, we test whether a-0 E M. If x is odd and a-0 E M then 
f(x) = 0, else we search s such that M(a-m(a, s)) # M(a^(m(a, s) + l)), and 
check whether &a-m(w, s), cu-(m(a, s) + 1)) equals a-m(a, s) or 
a-(m(cr, s) + l), in the former case f(x) = m(a, s) + 1, in the latter f(x) = 
m(w s). 
As in the previous proofs M is recursive in f. It follows that My A. 
M is not semirecursive: Suppose for a contradiction that M is semirecursive via 
qPe. We may assume that cp,(x, y) = qe(y, x) E {x, y}, for all x, y. Let (Y= 
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f r 2e + 1 and choose an a-stage s large enough such that ~(LY, s) has settled 
down. Let p = a-‘m(~u, s), y = a-(m(a, s) + 1). If q&3, y) = y then /3 < y and 
/3 E M, y 4 M, by definition off, contradicting the property of qc. The other case 
is symmetric. 
We conclude that &l E a, fi is semi-r.e. and not semirecursive. Cl 
Corollary 11.2. 0” is the greatest (w.r. t. +) degree containing a semi-r.e. 
nonsemirecursive set. 
12. Conclusion 
The previous results show the usefulness of r.e. partial orderings for construc- 
tions of degrees. We expect that they turn out to be useful in other branches of 
recursion theory, too. Almost all questions from [5] have been answered now. In 
the present paper some new problems turned up, however: 
1. The classification in Sections 9 and 11 is incomplete because the non-r.e. 
degrees which are r.e. in 0’ and not above 0’ are not included. Any such degree is 
hyperimmune, and we conjecture that Theorems 9.2 and 11.1 can be extended to 
cover these cases. Note that by Theorem 8.1 any such degree either contains a 
weakly semirecursive set which is neither semi-r.e. nor co-semi-r.e., or contains a 
semi-r.e. non-semirecursive set. 
2. It is open whether every hyperimmune degree contains a weakly semirecur- 
sive set which is not IAL. 
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